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Reading aloud everyday helps children with hearing loss 
build literacy skills. Included are a variety of seasonal books 

for all ages with specific concepts, skills, and activities for 
incorporating LSL strategies into your reading time.
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Dr. Seuss 
Reading 
For Early 
Literacy
Reading aloud every 
day helps children with 
hearing loss build literacy 
skills. Here are three Dr. 
Seuss books with specific 
tips and routine activities 
for incorporating 
LSL strategies into 
your reading time. 

Reading List
Dr. Seuss's ABC

Great Day for Up

What Pet Should I Get?
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Dr. Seuss's ABC
BY DR. SEUSS

Use this book to help your child develop phonemic awareness, 
experience rhyme and rhythm and explore vocabulary targeting 
each letter 

Tips for Sharing This Book
You might think ABCs are for preschoolers but you can start even earlier. Your baby can 
begin listening to the sounds associated with letters because many of the sounds also 
go with learning to listen sounds that you're learning about in early intervention. As 
you share this book with your baby, lean in closely, highlight the sound and then talk 
about the letter and the associated words.

Daily Routines 
Explore the speech sounds that occur during your daily caregving routines with 
your baby.

Put It Into Practice: During diaper changes, snack time, etc. chant or sing to your 
baby, "Big D, little d, what begins with D? Dirty, dirty, diaper, d, d, d!" (make the /d/ 
sound) "Big S, little s, what begins with S? Super silly snack time, s, s, s!" These are 
also learning to listen sounds that get your baby started on beginning vocabulary 
(download our handout).

Play Routines
Play routines can include toys, but one to one interaction with you are also some of 
the best routines.

Put It Into Practice: Grab a partner and swing your baby in a blanket while singing a 
tune with the sounds from the book. Sing as you are swinging; swing-swing, swing-
swing, s-s-s. Here we go! Then stop and wait to see if your baby reacts to let you know 
to begin again. Start again and repeat the singing. Stop and start as you observe your 
baby's responses.

Looking for routines to use with older children? Try incorporating the alphabet song, 
"Sounds Like Fun" from Discovery Toys developed by Barbara Milne.

Social Routines 
Small board books are perfect for taking with you on your errands about town or to 
use while waiting in a doctor's office or other appointments. You can also take the 
book to your early intervention session to gather ideas related to your child's goals.

Put It Into Practice: Re-read this story over and over. Pause and wait to give your 
baby time to vocalize. Repeat back any coos, goos, or words to engage them in early 
stages conversation. Continue this serve and return until your child tires or no longer 
shows interest.
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What Pet Should I Get?
BY DR. SEUSS

In this Dr. Seuss classic, siblings get permission to get a pet but 
there are so many great ones to choose from and they have to be 
home by noon. Will they be able to come to an agreement in time? 

Tips for Sharing This Book
A great focus for this book is the idea of making choices, having preferences and 
thinking about the preferences of others. Share choices and preferences using open 
questions. Guide your child to express their opinions and wonder together about the 
opinions of others.
     •  What pet would you choose? Tell me more about that.
     •  What would (insert person's name) think?
     •  I wonder if (insert person's name) would want a pet (insert animal name)? Which     
         pet would they want?
     •  What animal do you think makes a good pet?

Daily Routines 
Through daily routines your child is learning self-care. Do you have a pet? Let your 
child learn to care for your pet by making a plan to feed, brush or bathe your pet.
     •  Comment or describe what you're doing together.
     •  Take photos of each step so you can talk about the fun later. Did your pet like the         
         experience? Print the photos and create an experience book to extend the  
         learning.
     •  Observe how your pet reacted to the care. Talk about it and wait for your child to  
         comment then expand on what your child says by adding words or    
         grammatical elements.

Play Routines
Play routines provide your child the opportunity to imagine and practice replaying 
their experiences.
     •  Using stuffed animals, pretend you're in a pet store. Each of you play the role of    
         the worker or the customer. Practice asking and answering questions as you  
         decide which pet to buy. Use the phrase "you could say... which one do you  
         like?" to provide a model if your child has trouble asking questions.
     •  Download smart device apps with a pet theme such as Neko Atsumi, Pocket Pup,  
         or Peekaboo Pet to extend the conversation.

Social Routines 
Special routines happen when your child is on an outing with you away from home or 
when visiting with other friends and family.                                                                                                                                                                                                          
     •  Call or Skype with family or friends who have pets. Help your child interview  
         them about their pets. Plan ahead what questions they could ask. Ask friends  
         and family to send a photo of their pet to help your child recall each pet and their  
         owner. Add the photos to your experience book.
     •  After the interview, talk together about each pet. Help the child describe each  
         pet and its owner. Help your child recall what the person shared. Is the pet loud,  
         silly, frisky, moody, lazy? What did that pet like to do for play? Provide your child  
         with choices if they need help.
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Great Day for Up
BY DR. SEUSS

Who knew there were so many things that go UP?! There are, and 
Dr. Seuss has captured the ins and outs of UP! 

Tips for Sharing This Book
Among other things, Dr. Seuss is a master of using repetitive language. In this book, use 
auditory closure when it is time for the phrase "great day for up." Stop before saying 

"up" and allow time for your child to fill in the word up.

Daily Routines 
So many things go up in a child's day! Use acoustic highlighting to emphasize 
the ups in your child's daily routines. You can highlight by whispering, singing or 
changing the pitch of the words as you say them in phrases. Here are some everyday 
opportunities to focus on up.
     •  Dressing and changing: Pull up their pants or "pull-up", raise arms up to put on  
         their shirt.
     •  Moving around the house: Pulling up on the furniture, putting toys up on the shelf,  
         getting up in their high chair, pushing the light switches up and down.

     •  Helping with chores: Cleaning mirrors together wiping up and down, checking  
         the mailbox moving the door up and down.

Play Routines
Play routines can provide lots of turn-taking practice. Help your baby learn early 
conversational turn-taking and the power of their words as you play together with 
toys that go UP: bubbles, balls, balloons, airplanes, helicopters, kites.
     •  Use complete sentences, e.g. "the bubbles are floating up, up, up, pop, pop, pop!"
     •  Make an airplane or other toy go "up, up, up and do-o-o-o-own". Repeat the  
         actions and pause with the toy up in the air. Wait expectantly to signal to your  
         child it's their turn to say "d-o-o-own" - bring the object down in response to  
         their words. Change your pitch as you model the words and actions. Change and  
         take turns. You provide the words as your child controls the toy, vary your rate  
         and pitch.
     •   Include a sibling or other adult in up play routines to model responses. Give the  
         object over, vocalize the words and allow the partner to follow commands.  
         Give the toy back to your child. Do they take a turn? Do they try the sound too?  
         Take the toy again, look expectantly...does the child vocalize to get you to do   
          the motion?

Social Routines 
It's a great day for up outside of the home!                                                                                                                                                                                                          
     •  Provide your child with up exercises at places with escalators or elevators, getting   
         up in grocery store carts.
     •  When climbing stairs or the rungs on a ladder, use Play by Play strategy to  
         narrate your child's actions. Have them pause while climbing, lean in and look  
         expectantly for your child to vocalize up before going to the next step.
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